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Star Trek 1977

kirk spock mccoy gibt es jemanden dem diese namen nichts sagen die drei m�nner der enterprise sind inzwischen geradezu ikonische
figuren der science fiction seit mitte der 1960er jahre fliegt die u s s enterprise ncc 1701 unter dem kommando von captain kirk
durch den weltraum und dringt in galaxien vor die nie ein mensch zuvor gesehen hat nach jahrtausendlangem krieg k�nnten die
planeten prastor und distrel endlich dauerhaften frieden erreicht haben doch captain kirk der die angelegenheit f�r die f�deration
untersucht muss schockiert feststellen dass es sich bei dem friedensstifter um keinen anderen als den ber�chtigten gauner
harcourt fenton mudd handelt mudd behauptet sich ge�ndert zu haben aber kirk hat so seine zweifel er ist davon �berzeugt dass
mudd eine art betrug vorhaben muss doch was hat er vor kirk muss die antwort schnell finden bevor der frieden unendlichem krieg
weicht

Star Trek The Original Series 4 2018-08-03

during their earliest voyages picard riker data worf troi yar and laforge learn about each other and encounter a de powered q
who seeks refuge aboard the enterprise as he attempts to learn what it means to be mortal a world where warriors see battle
as a child s game and a world with dark secrets which threaten both the ship and the crew

Star Trek Classics Vol. 4: Beginnings 2020-06-11

admiral jonathan archer hat sich kaum an seine aufgabe als stabschef der sternenflotte gew�hnt als er schon vor einer neuen
krise steht die einsatzgruppe unter dem kommando von captain malcolm reed k�mpft gegen die t�dliche ware technologie nun aber
wurde eins der schiffe gekapert und seine andorianische besatzung wird von einer interstellaren soziet�t festgehalten

Star Trek 4 1971

the untold fourth year of the enterprise s legendary five year mission continues the klingons have discovered what appears to
be a preserver obelisk but can the enterprise prevent them from unlocking its secrets before it s too late and what of the
organian truce the answer lies within

Star Trek - Rise of the Federation 4: Prinzipientreue 2019-02-25

spock is gone taken by an enemy unlike any captain kirk and his crew have faced before war with the romulan empire is imminent in
the face of the ultimate no win scenario will the federation survive don t miss the all new ongoing series set after the events
of star trek beyond

Star Trek: Year Four - The Enterprise Experiment #4 2017-01-04

the bewitching alien lorelei casts a spell of pacifism and mutiny over captain kirk s crew

Star Trek: Boldly Go #4 1983

the countdown to the star trek movie sequel continues here in the redshirt s tale experience life on the enterprise through a
redshirt s eyes also find out how scotty and his alien sidekick keenser first meet plus an all new re imagining of the classic
mirror universe story collects star trek 13 16

Mutiny on the Enterprise 2013

the official comics adaptation of the blockbuster film star trek continues in this mini series presented by j j abrams roberto orci
alex kurtzman witness the final fate of vulcan as kirk and spock battle the evil romulan nero brought to you by the creative
team behind the best selling star trek countdown this series includes scenes not included in the original film

Star Trek Vol. 4 2019-05-22

as the captains try to figure out how to beat q at his own game the godlike beings offer a dangerous new challenge drawing
the extra dimensional prophets out of their wormhole to join the competition the stakes have never been higher in the biggest
star trek crossover ever
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Star Trek: Movie Adaptation #4 2022-02-02

continue the adventure in tng s mirror universe picard continues his relentless quest towards faundori and an unstoppable
armada refusing to cower even in the face of threats coming from inside the enterprise will he survive the journey to the famed
planet or will his ambitions spell his doom

Star Trek: The Q Conflict #4 2013-11-07

fourth issue in an four issue series this is it don t miss the shocking conclusion of this official prequel to next spring s star
trek film sequel overseen by star trek writer producer roberto orci this climactic issue leads directly into the upcoming
blockbuster as kirk spock and the rest of the enterprise crew fight for fate of the galaxy

Star Trek: The Mirror War #4 1975

featuring ships from the first season of star trek discovery the story of how the creative teams reimagined star trek for the
21st century with previously unseen production art and interviews with the show s artists and designers every ship for
season 1 showcasing ships such as the u s s shenzhou the u s s discovery and the klingon bird of prey this book brings you all
the federation and klingon ships as they appeared in the decade before captain james t kirk s five year mission and is packed with
original concept art from star trek artists john eaves sam michlap john jd dickenson and goran delic this latest volume in the
designing starships series shows how artists and designers reinvented star trek for a new era taking the classics and
reinventing them to build a whole new look for the federation and the klingons featured in the hit star trek discovery tv series
explore the process behind the creation of the starships featured in the hit star trek discovery tv series

Star Trek: Countdown to Darkness #4 2019-09-03

mr spock faces a deadly choice as he tries to save the crew of a stranded shuttle featuring the likenesses of the new star trek
cast this story boldly re imagines a classic episode galileo 7 but in the new timeline of the hit movie

Star Trek Log Four 2013-11-07

the hit new series continues here as our all new cast of cadets sets off on their first mission in space and headlong into a
century old mystery that could change the academy forever meanwhile uhura risks her career in starfleet with her only chance
at redemption coming from a most unlikely place

Star Trek: Designing Starships Volume 4: Discovery 2016-03-16

the enterprise d is finally under the command of jean luc picard and he s on the hunt for enemy warships looking to strike back
for earth but picard s crew will find themselves under attack from both sides as the empire will stop at nothing to regain its
secret weapon

Star Trek #4 2017-10-11

with the situation on sigma iotia ii quickly unraveling it s up to kirk and bones to stop a dangerous group of radicals from
unleashing a space time fissure that could destroy the planet meanwhile back on the enterprise scotty uncovers a secret that
risks the safety of the tholian passenger the final year of the original mission continues here

Star Trek: Starfleet Academy #4 2019-08-14

mysterious alien technology senseless death and a growing awareness that there may be those beyond our world who don t
want to see earth survive seven and roberta face their greatest challenge yet an invasion from the most distant regions of the
galaxy the penultimate issue in john byrne s first ever star trek spin off

Star Trek: TNG: Mirror Broken #4 2023-02-15

the chase is on with the talarians hot on their tail the resolute crew has set course for federation space in a desperate race
against time but with the dilithium refining process keeping the resolute at impulse power solano is faced with two options
spend time reinstalling the old dilithium matrix or finish the refining process and use dr brahms new experimental matrix don t
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miss out on the penultimate lead into the star trek resurgence game

Star Trek: Year Five #4 2011

the tie in series to the blockbuster new show concludes the klingon leader t kuvma embraces his destiny and fights to unite the
many houses of the klingon empire ultimately leading to epic conflict with the federation

Star Trek: Assignment Earth #4 2018-05-30

the countdown to the star trek into darkness continues here in the redshirt s tale experience life on the enterprise through a
redshirt s eyes also find out how scotty and his alien sidekick keenser first meet plus an all new re imagining of the classic
mirror universe story all overseen by star trek writer producer roberto orci collects issues 13 16

Star Trek: Resurgence #4 2013-03-19

set during the earliest voyages of the next generation series join picard riker data worf troi yar and laforge as they learn
about each other and encounter a de powered q who seeks refuge aboard the enterprise as he attempts to learn what it means
to be mortal a world where warriors see battle as a child s game a world with dark secrets that threaten both the ship and
crew and more

Star Trek - Vol.4 2012

from new york times best selling author peter david nothing in the previous issues has been what it seemed as the true hijacker of
the paradox stands revealed and captain calhoun finds himself face to face with the mastermind behind the entire plot there are
only two questions to be faced can he stop his opponent and does he even want to illustrated by breakout newcomer artist
stephen thompson

Star Trek: Discovery #4 2022-04-20

episodes 21 26 from season one the arsenal of freedom symbiosis skin of evil we ll always have paris conspiracy and the
neutral zone

Star Trek Volume 4 2022-06-08

the five year mission reaches its epic conclusion where kirk and the enterprise crew will have their bonds tested secrets revealed
and futures cast into doubt first kirk meets his romantic match in fellow starfleet captain laura rhone but will she be the one
or the one that got away then while investigating a mysterious structure on his home planet spock vanishes can kirk bones and
company find where or when their friend has gone and what does spock s entanglement in vulcan s past mean for its future
finally the showdown that s been building for the last year is here gary seven and the shadowy aegis organization s scheme has
stretched from the grand tholian assembly to the pestilential harry mudd now their ultimate plan comes to fruition and only
the crew of the u s s enterprise can hope to stop it when the smoke clears what will be left for our heroes collects issues 20
25 of the series

Star Trek Classics Volume 4: Beginnings 2007-11-27

the exclusive comics tie in to the hit show concludes here it s finally time for linus to shine discovery s enigmatic science
officer proves to be much more than just the average saurian in this original tale of the far future

Star Trek: New Frontier #4 2002-08-01

continuing the celebration of the 25th anniversary of star trek the next generation it s climactic finale of one of the most
talked about star trek events of the year as past and future collide past and future intersect as captain jean luc picard and
locutus meet to decide the fate of the united federation of planets and the entire borg empire
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Star Trek, the next generation 2015

the fourth novel in the bestselling star trek titan series fate it is an idea as old as life itself do our choices shape the future
or is it the other way around and if the path we walk is predestined if the way we are to meet our end is knowable what might
that knowledge compel us to do titan s travels take it to a world at the edge of reason orisha is a planet whose people have
lived for centuries beneath an unfathomable celestial body in their sky from the moment it first appeared the object was
thought to be something unnatural an ill omen that has made them feel watched exposed vulnerable provoking a primal fear
that has steered the course of their civilization the orishans call it the eye and because it has consistently defied every
scientific attempt to decode its true nature many are convinced it represents an intelligence that is studying their world and
perhaps waiting to destroy it but the secret behind the eye threatens titan as well as orisha and it holds a special meaning for
one member of captain riker s crew in particular whose lifelong quest to balance faith and scientific truth is tested against
the harsh unblinking glare of inevitability

Star Trek: Year Five - Experienced in Loss (Book 4) 2023-06-07

discover the beginnings of klingon s most sacred holiday in this thrilling entry in the bestselling star trek series signi beta is an
m class planet ideal for farming the federation wants it but the klingon empire has the stronger claim captain kirk of the uss
enterprise hates to lose the planet especially to his old adversary commander kor their mutual antagonism turns into an
uneasy alliance however when yet another alien fleet attacks both the klingons and the uss enterprise now kirk and kor must
rely on each other s honor or none of them may survive to wage their war again

Star Trek: Discovery—Adventures in the 32nd Century #4 2020-11-11

presents the comic book adventures of the u s s enterprise and her crew in a fully remastered collection with all new colors

Star Trek: The Next Generation - Hive #4 2023-08-09

with kahless and the red path s mission to conquer the universe looming over their heads the defiant crew must overcome their
differences if they re to prevent another massacre and it s the most unlikely of diplomats to convince them of as much

Star Trek: Titan #4: Sword of Damocles 1975

john byrne continues his new star trek photonovel adventures with made out of mudd harry mudd has gotten under jim kirk s skin
before but never quite like thisƒ alien artifacts klingons and a mad man s schemes add up to headaches for the captain and his
crew all that plus tribbles

Star Trek: The Original Series: Day of Honor #4: Treaty's Law 1998

everyone is a suspect on a space station one murder away from plunging into total chaos constable odo has a suspect in his
sights but there s one final piece to this dark puzzle that will change everything he thought he knew not to mention life on deep
space 9 forever don t miss the shocking conclusion to this space noir from david scott tipton star trek mirror broken star
trek the q conflict and greg scott gotham central the x files

Star Trek

the romulan villain nero s vengeful crusade against the federation comes to a stunning conclusion

Star Trek: Defiant #4

tensions are at an all time high with chekov in a dire medical state while his evil doppelg�nger akris is supplying the romulans
with the nightbringer weapon the enterprise crew s mission is clear infiltrate the romulan dreadnought and destroy the
nightbringer before akris can bring the destruction he s inflicted upon his universe into theirs but can kirk and nyota set their
differences aside to ensure a peaceful resolution and avoid sparking a war with the romulans
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Star Trek: New Visions #4: Made Out of Mudd

log of the starship enterprise stardates 5525 3 5526 2 inclusive james t kirk capt ussc fs ret commanding transcribed by alan
dean foster at the galactic historical archives on s monicus i stardate 6111 3 for the curator jlr

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine—Too Long a Sacrifice #4

a freak accident separates captain kathryn janeway from her ship and crew soon she is rescued but not by voyager

Star Trek: Countdown #4

Star Trek: The Motion Picture—Echoes #4

Star Trek Log Four

Fire Ship
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